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Abstract:
Navigation channels are fairways where vessels receive official piloting services when traveling in and out of a container terminal basin. The
availability of a navigation channel is affected by the tidal effect, in the sense that a vessel can pass through a navigation channel only when the
water level in the navigation channel becomes deep enough. The limited capacity and availability of a navigation channel can lead to congestion in
the terminal basin, causing uncontrolled execution of berth plans. A common practice for container terminals to mitigate congestion is to utilize some
small anchorage areas in the terminal basin. By utilizing the small anchorage areas, incoming vessels can arrive at the terminal basin even before
they are allowed to berth, and outgoing vessels can unberth even when the navigation channel is not available, which greatly facilitates the execution
of the berth plans. In this paper, we optimize the navigation channel traffic and anchorage area utilization at a container port. We show that the
problem is strongly NP-hard when all travel times satisfy the triangle inequality. We provide a mathematical formulation of the problem, and propose a
Lagrangian relaxation algorithm for solving this formulation. We show that after relaxing the capacity constraint of the anchorages, this problem can
be decomposed into two asymmetric assignment problems, which then can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time.
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